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About me

6+ years in Data Science; now work for

Mentor @ Open Data Science

Developed personalized recommender systems and search engines:

& many others
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Plan

We will talk about:

1. What is Data Science, exactly?

2. Which roles exist in Data Science? How do they interact with each 
other within a company?

3. Which skills do I need? How can I improve them?
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Data Science? What’s that?



Data Science

• “art of turning data into action”

• “field that uses scientific methods, processes, algorithms and 
systems to extract knowledge and insights from data”

• “field that refers to the … processes and technologies that enable 
the … extraction of valuable knowledge and information from raw 
data”

In other words, science about how to: 

- systematically extract value from data

- and build data-based products.
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Sample practical applications of DS

• Personalized recommendations at online shops

• Mobile application that applies “clever” filters to images

• Page ranking at search engine

• Next track suggestions at online radio

• Fault prediction software at datacenters
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Who Is Data Scientist

Umbrella term, may mean anything

• “Person who works with data and makes data-based decision” (duh)

• “Person employed to analyze and interpret complex digital data, such 
as the usage statistics of a website, especially in order to assist a 
business in its decision-making.

• “Person who is better at statistics than any programmer and better at 
programming than any statistician”
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Data Science roles



Case Study

We are improving our page search 
engine, Moogle

Now it works by matching words (i.e. 
ranks pages by number of 
cooccurring words)

We think that it does not work well :(

How can we leverage user data to 
improve it?

Most relevant
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1. Where is the data? What do we have?

We can ask our Data Engineers
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1. Where is the data? What do we have?

We can ask our Data Engineers

- “The data is stored in Google Cloud”

- “We have user queries and their clicks 
in table format, but we also repartition 
it into per-user view”

- “Clicks are tracked using redirections 
URLs”

Data is the key component
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1. Where is the data? What do we have?

We can ask our Data Engineers

- “The data is stored in Google Cloud”

- “We have user queries and their clicks 
in table format, but we also repartition 
it into per-user view”

- “Clicks are tracked using redirections 
URLs”

Data is the key component

<- Data Storage

<- General transformations 
(ETL)

<- Data Understanding / 
Data Stewardship
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2. Why our users are unhappy?

Let’s ask Data Analysts
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2. Why our users are unhappy?

Let’s ask Data Analysts

- “We have looked into available data. Most 
users type short navigational queries”

- “Data shows that current ranking with #of 
cooccurring words do not handle it well”

- “Instead, we might want to put most clicked 
page from that query to the top of the list 
(i.e. rank by probability of click)”
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2. Why our users are unhappy?

Let’s ask Data Analysts

- “We have looked into available data. Most 
users type short navigational queries”

- “Data shows that current ranking with #of 
cooccurring words do not handle it well”

- “Instead, we might want to put most clicked 
page from that query to the top of the list 
(i.e. rank by probability of click)”

<- Insights

<- BI

<- ML objectives
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3. Let’s improve lives of our users

ML Engineers, can you do something?
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3. Let’s improve lives of our users

ML Engineers, can you do something?

- “We transformed and repartitioned data 
into format suitable for model training”

- “We have read papers, trained models 
that calculate click probability, and 
evaluated it (offline).”

- “We deployed model as a microservice 
and scheduled its daily updates. Now 
our users should be happy”
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3. Let’s improve lives of our users

ML Engineers, can you do something?

- “We transformed and repartitioned data 
into format suitable for model training”

- “We have read papers, trained models 
that calculate click probability, and 
evaluated it (offline).”

- “We deployed model as a microservice 
and scheduled its daily updates. Now 
our users should be happy”

<- Data Views / 
Application-specific ETL

<- Modelling

<- Model deployment
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4, 5, 6, ... 

- Analysts check how new model affected our users

- Analysts refine our business / ML goal

- Data engineers collect and prepare new data (if needed)

- ML Engineers improve their models

- Analysts check how new model affected our users

- ... and so on
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Data Engineer

ML Engineer

Data Science project cycle
(modified CRISP DM)

Data Preparation

ModellingPrototyping

Deployment

Business 
Understanding

Data Analyst

Evaluation

Data Understanding

Business

Research
Engineering
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Data Engineer

“Data caretaker”, responsible for data availability and semantics, and 
transformation pipelines. 

Requirements:

- Data transformation (ETL) tools, SQL

- Programming (Scala/Python), storage knowledge

- Domain knowledge

Engineering + Business understanding

aka Data Architect, Data Steward*, Database Engineer

*Data Steward is responsible only for data semantics 21



Data Analyst

“Data detective”, responsible for visualization, hypothesis checking, and 
transforming business objectives into ML goals.

Requirements:

- Statistics, visualization tools

- SQL, basic programming skills

- Strong business understanding and domain knowledge

Research + Business understanding

aka (Product) Data Scientist, BI Specialist
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Machine Learning Engineer

“Data wizard”, responsible for application-specific ETL, model training, 
offline evaluation and model deployment*

Requirements:

- Machine learning modelling

- Math, basic statistics

- Programming knowledge

Research + Engineering

*In some domains (low-latency, low-memory constraints) 
Data Engineers are responsible for the deployment

aka Machine Learning Specialist, Data Mining Engineer/Specialist, Applied Research Scientist
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How do I polish my skills?



Basic skills

Business

EngineeringResearch ML Engineer

Data EngineerData Analyst
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Basic skills

Business

EngineeringResearch ML Engineer

Data EngineerData Analyst

ML Researcher
Applied Scientist

Analyst Data Steward

Big Data EngineerStatistician

DM Specialist

Each specific project / task / role in Data Science occupies a region within the triangle
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How do I polish my skills?

Engineering
Programming
Data storages, databases
Libraries, tools

How to improve:

- Collaborative projects (~open source)

- Competitions (Top Coder)

- Pet Projects

Business

EngineeringResearch
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How do I polish my skills?

Research
Statistics, probability theory

Machine learning

How to improve:

- ML competitions (Kaggle), Hackathons

- MOOCs

- Read journal articles, implement new methods

Business

EngineeringResearch
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How do I polish my skills?

Business
Domain knowledge
Visualization
Data presentation
Analytics

How to improve:

- EDA (@Kaggle), hackathons

- Actual work ;)

- Pet Projects

Business

EngineeringResearch
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How to improve my DS skills
Step by step guide



Step by step guide
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack

Largest DS Community in Europe
Regular Conferences & Meetups
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack

3. Participate in data-breakfast at #_meetings_siberia
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack

3. Participate in data-breakfast at #_meetings_siberia

4. Join channel #kaggle_crackers and find a team to 
participate in Kaggle
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack

3. Participate in data-breakfast at #_meetings_siberia

4. Join channel #kaggle_crackers and find a team to 
participate in Kaggle

5. Read papers and publish summaries at #article_essence
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack

3. Participate in data-breakfast at #_meetings_siberia

4. Join channel #kaggle_crackers and find a team to 
participate in Kaggle

5. Read papers and publish summaries at #article_essence

6. Choose a problem and build your own solution with 
#ods_pet_projects
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack

3. Participate in data-breakfast at #_meetings_siberia

4. Join channel #kaggle_crackers and find a team to 
participate in Kaggle

5. Read papers and publish summaries at #article_essence

6. Choose a problem and build your own solution with 
#ods_pet_projects

7. …
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Step by step guide

1. Pass an online MOOC (Coursera)

2. Join http://ods.ai/ and its Slack

3. Participate in data-breakfast at #_meetings_siberia

4. Join channel #kaggle_crackers and find a team to 
participate in Kaggle

5. Read papers and publish summaries at #article_essence

6. Choose a problem and build your own solution with 
#ods_pet_projects

7. …

8. Profit!
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Thanks!
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Vlad Grozin
• vlad@constructor.io

• http://rampeer.github.io/

• ODS.ai : @rampeer

Leave your

mailto:vlad@constructor.io
http://rampeer.github.io/

